
Tzadik
Tzadik/Zadik/Sadiq [tsaˈdik] (Hebrew: צדיק , "righteous one", pl. tzadikim [tsadi
ˈkim] צדיקים  ṣadiqim) is a title in Judaism given to people considered righteous,
such as Biblical figures and later spiritual masters. The root of the word ṣadiq, is ṣ-d-
q (צדק  tzedek), which means "justice" or "righteousness". The feminine term for a
righteous person is tzadeikes/tzaddeket.

Tzadik is also the root of the word tzedakah ('charity', literally 'righteousness'). The
term tzadik "righteous", and its associated meanings, developed in Rabbinic thought
from its Talmudic contrast with hasid ("pious" honorific), to its exploration in Ethical
literature, and its esoteric spiritualisation in Kabbalah.

Since the late 17th century, in Hasidic Judaism, the institution of the mystical tzadik
as a divine channel assumed central importance, combining popularization of (hands-
on) Jewish mysticism with social movement for the first time.[1] Adapting former
Kabbalistic theosophical terminology, Hasidic thought internalised mystical
experience, emphasising deveikut attachment to its Rebbe leadership, who embody
and channel the Divine flow of blessing to the world.[2]
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Ṣedeq in Canaanite religion may have been an epithet of a god of the Jebusites.[3] The Hebrew word appears in the biblical names
Melchizedek, Adonizedek, and Zadok, the high priest of David.

Joseph interprets Pharaoh's Dream
(Genesis 41:15–41). Of the Biblical
figures in Judaism, Yosef is
customarily called the Tzadik.
Where the Patriarchs lived
supernally as shepherds, the quality
of righteousness contrasts most in
Joseph's holiness amidst foreign
worldliness. In Kabbalah, Joseph
embodies the Sephirah of Yesod,
the lower descending connection of
spirituality to materiality, the social
role of the Tzadik in Hasidism.
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In classic Jewish thought, there are various definitions of a tzadik. According to Maimonides (based on Tractate Yevamot of the
Babylonian Talmud 49b-50a): "One whose merit surpasses his iniquity is a tzadik".[4]

According to the Hasidic Tanya (based on passages in the Tanakh and the Talmud, and the tradition in Kabbalah), the true title of
tzadik denotes a spiritual description of the soul. Its true meaning can only be applied to one who has completely sublimated their
natural "animal" or "vital" soul inclinations into holiness, so that they experience only love and awe of God, without material
temptations. Hence, a tzadik serves as a "vehicle" or "merkavah" [מרכבה][5] to God and has no ego or self-consciousness. Note that
a person cannot attain such a level, rather it is granted from on High (or born with, etc.).[6] This select level elevates the
"Intermediate" person (beinoni) into one who never sins in thought, speech or action. Unlike the Tzadik, they only experience divine
devekut (communion) during devoted moments of worship or study, while in mundane life they can be tempted by natural
inclinations, but always choose to stay connected to holiness. In the Tanya[7] the difference between the former Talmudic-
Maimonidean and latter Kabbalistic-Hasidic conceptions is raised. Since the "Torah has 70 facets" of interpretation, perhaps both
conceptions are metaphysically true:

As for what is written in the Zohar III, p.231: He whose sins are few is classed as a "righteous man who suffers", this
is the query of Rav Hamnuna to Elijah. But according to Elijah's answer, ibid., the explanation of a "righteous man
who suffers" is as stated in Raaya Mehemna on Mishpatim, which is given above. (Distinguishing 2 levels of Tzadik:
The "righteous who prospers"-literally "good to him" is interpreted to mean that the natural soul in him has become
"his own-transformed to good". The "righteous who suffers"-literally "bad to him" is interpreted to mean that his
natural soul still exists in his unconscious, but is nullified to his Divine soul, "the bad-is under him") And the Torah
has seventy facets. (So the reason for the question)

The Talmud[8] says that at least 36 Tzadikim Nistarim (anonymous tzadikim) are living among us in all times; they are anonymous,
and it is for their sake alone that the world is not destroyed. The Talmud and the Kabbalah offer various ideas about the nature and
role of these 36 tzadikim. In Jewish folklore they are called "lamedvovniks", from the gematria numerical value for 36. In Hasidism,
with its social institution of the Tzadik in the central role of the community, the 36 may not necessarily be unknown, therefore.
However, a Hasidic aphorism describes a known Rebbe Tzadik as being among the 36, as their true greatness could be concealed
beyond the perception of their devoted followers.

Hasidim adhere to the belief that there is a person born each generation with the potential to become Messiah, if the Jewish people
warrant his coming. This candidate is known as the Tzadik Ha-Dor, meaning Tzaddik of the Generation.

While the tzadik status, according to its above definitions, is not necessarily related to the ability to perform or call upon miracles, the
term tzadik is often used loosely by the Talmud to indicate those who have achieved especially outstanding piety and holiness. In this
context, the tzadik's prayers are considered especially potent, as the Talmud states: "A tzadik decrees and the Holy One (blessed be
He) fulfills." This is line with the Talmudic dictum: Rabban Gamliel the son of Rabbi Judah haNasi used to say: "Make His Will your
own will, that He make your will as His Will."[9]

In some contexts, people refer specifically to the pious miracle worker as a tzadik. According to the Baal Shem Tov, it is said, this
ability is attainable for every Jew. It is told that he stated that every Jew has the power to cross a river atop a handkerchief, through
connecting with their soul (which is divine in essence). In Hasidism, the doctrine of "Practical Tzadikism", developed by Elimelech
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of Lizhensk, involved the Tzadik performing miracles to channel the Ayin-Yesh Divine blessing.
In its most extreme version, Hasidic "wonder-workers", predominant in 19th century Poland,
emphasised this conception, sometimes criticised by other Hasidic leaders as superficial. To
Menachem Mendel of Kotzk, and his reaction against Popular Tzadikism, the greatest miracle was
to examine oneself without self-delusion.

According to the first definition above, that a tzadik is "one whose merit surpasses [their]
iniquity." According to the definition of the Tanya that a tzadik has no evil inclination, only a
select few predestined to attain this level can attain it.

Based on the teachings of Rabbi Isaac Luria, the Baal Shem Tov and the Ohr ha-Chaim, Rabbi
Shneur Zalman of Liadi taught in the name of the Zohar that "He who breathed life into man,
breathed from Himself." Therefore, one's soul comes from the essence of God.

According to kabbalah, a tzadiki, because they have completely nullified themselves and their
desires to what God wants, their Godly soul (which like every Godly soul is part of God) is
revealed within them more than other people who have not completely nullified themselves to
God. This concept is based upon many Jewish sources. Here are some:

The Zohar: "Et pnei Ha'adon YHWH - do Rashbi" (Lit., "The Countenance of the
Lord YHWH - this is [a reference to] Rabbi Shimon Bar Yochai.")

The Jerusalem Talmud[10] "All the standing that the prophet Elijah did before his
teacher Achiya Hashiloni, were as if standing before the Shekhinah." And this is
explained in Yesod HaAvoda in the name of the Radbaz, "This was because Achiya
had his mind and thoughts connected and cleaved to the greatness of the holy one,
and Elijah when he stood before his teacher connected his thoughts with the
thoughts of his teacher with the love from his heart, and therefore it was as if he
stood in front of the Shekhinah."
Bahya ben Asher[11] comments on the verse "And Moses took the tent and pitched it
for himself outside the camp, distancing [it] from the camp, and he called it the tent
of meeting, and it would be that anyone seeking the Lord would go out to the tent of
meeting, which was outside the camp." saying that "From here we see that Moses
was called with the Tetragrammaton, and we also find that Jacob is called with
El...And we also find by the name of a Tzadik that he is called with the
Tetragrammaton... And we also find that by King Messiah that he is called with the
Tetragrammaton as it is stated.[12] and this is his name that he shall be called, The
Lord is our righteousness...And the reason by all of them is because one who
cleaves to something, is called by the thing which he is cleaving to."

Yoel Sirkis[13] "The purpose of The Blessed One was always that one should be
involved in Torah in order to bond our souls in the essence and spirituality and
holiness of the source of the giver of the Torah...And if one is involved in Torah study
with this intention, one becomes a Merkavah and Heichal for the Shekhinah may he
be blessed, so that the Shekhinah is literally within them, because they are a
Heichal to God and within them literally the Shekhinah establishes its dwelling place."

Chaim Volozhin[14] "If someone sanctifies himself properly through the performance of all the Mitzvot...Then he
himself is the Beit HaMikdash itself...Because this is the truth regarding Tzadikim through the deeds which are
desirable by the blessed one they are the Mikdash mamash"
Moshe Chaim Luzzatto[15] "The holy one who cleaves constantly to God and his soul fires up with true intellectual
understanding with great love of his creator and fear...Behold a person like this, he himself, is considered to be like
the Tabernacle Beit HaMikdash and the Mizbeiach...And also it is said regarding Tzadikim they are the Markavah,
because the Shekhinah dwells in them just like it dwelled in the Beit HaMikdash."
Rabbi Eliyahu Eliezer Dessler[16] "And this thing is so much certain to one that thinks in depth about it, until it is
impossible to understand how someone can argue on it, and so was already mentioned in the words of many of the
great scholars like the Ramchal and others, that the image of Tzadikim is Hashem may He be blessed, Himself, and
they are the same."

Kabbalah describes an
extension of Moses in
each generation,
alternately identified with
the Tzadik of the
generation, and the
potential Messiah of the
generation. In Hasidism,
each person's soul
essence relates to the
level of Moses.

Becoming a Tzadik

Historical sources on the Tzadik

After the 16th century
Kabbalistic renaissance
in Safed, Ethical works
and itinerant circles
popularised mysticism in
Eastern Europe. Jewish
folklore and Yiddish
literature adopted its
motifs, including the
lamedvav "concealed
righteous".
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In 1951 the seventh Rebbe of Chabad, Rabbi Menachem Mendel Schneerson made a similar statement[17]

regarding the practice by Hasidim to have a Rebbe act as an intermediary with God on their behalf. He explained,
"The Rebbe is completely connected with his Hasidim, not like two separate things that connect; rather, they become
completely one. And the Rebbe is not an intermediary which separates, but one that connects. Therefore by a
Hassid, he with the Rebbe with God are all one ... Hence, it is not possible to ask any questions about [how it is
possible to turn to the Rebbe as] an intermediary [for the purpose of asking him to pray to Hashem on one’s behalf],
since this is Atzmus uMehus [God's Essence] itself as it put itself in a body. This is similar to the statement of the
Zohar,[18] 'Whose is the face of the Master [God]? This is the Rashbi.'."

"..For all that is in Heaven and on Earth.."[19] 
"-For all כל (Yesod) joins the Heaven and the Earth"[20] 

"The Tzadik is the foundation (Yesod) of the World"[21]

In the system of 10 Sephirot Divine emanations in Kabbalah, each of the 7 emotional expressions is
related to an archetypal figure in the Hebrew Bible. The first emanated realm to emerge from God's
potential Will in Creation is Atziluth, the World of "Emanation". As it is still nullified to Divinity, so
not yet considered a self-aware existence, it is the realm where the 10 Sephirot attributes of God are
revealed in their essence. In lower spiritual worlds the sephirot also shine, but only in successively
lower degrees, concealed through successive contractions and veilings of the Divine vitality. Seven
Biblical tzadikim, righteous figures are considered as embodiments of the emotional sephirot of
Atzilut: Abraham-Kindness, Isaac-Restraint, Jacob-Mercy, Moses-Endurance, Aaron-Glory, Joseph-
Foundation, David-Kingship. While all seven figures are considered supreme Tzadikim, in particular
contexts, either Joseph as Yesod, and Moses as inclusive soul of the community, are identified
especially as archetypes for the Tzadik in general.

In the sephirot, Chesed-Abraham, Gevurah-Isaac and Tiferet-Jacob are higher spiritual powers than Yesod-Joseph, which channels
the higher powers to their fulfilment in Malchut action. However, traditionally in Judaism, Joseph is referred to with the quality of
"Tzadik-Righteous". While the Patriarchs lived righteously as shepherds, Joseph remained holy in Egypt, surrounded by impurity,
tested by Potiphar's wife, captive in prison, and then active as viceroy to Pharaoh. As the Heavenly sephirah of Yesod-"Foundation"
channels spirituality to our physical realm, so in Kabbalah and the further development in Hasidic thought, its function also parallels
the human role of the Tzadik in this world:

In the Divine, Yesod is the 9th Sefirah, in the middle balanced column, connecting all the higher sefirot, centred on
Tiferet-"Beautiful" emotional harmony, to the last sefirah Malchut- realisation in "Kingship". In the flow of Divine
Creative lifeforce, this represents the connecting channel between Heaven and Earth, between the "Holy One
Blessed Be He" (Tiferet Divine transcendent male manifestation of God), and the "Shekhinah" (Malkuth indwelling
Divine immanent female presence of God). The 16th century Safed Kabbalists introduced the prayer "For the sake of
the union" of these principles before Jewish observances.
In the soul, Yesod is contact, connection and communication with outer reality of malchut, similar to the way the
foundation of a building connects it with the earth.
In the bodily form of man and woman, Yesod corresponds to the organ of procreation, analogously where the Tiferet
body descends towards action, expressed in the procreative power to create life. This relates to the Circumcision
"Covenant of Abraham", the Jewish "Sign of the Covenant" with God. As the Torah describes two levels of Jewish
covenant, physical "covenant of circumcision" and spiritual "circumcision of the heart", so women are considered
born already physically circumcised. Joseph's resistance to Potiphar's wife represents his perfection of the "Sign of
the Covenant". Yesod is the foundation of a person's future generations, the power of generating infinity in the finite.
Yesod is identified with the righteous tzadik, "the tzadik is the foundation of the world". As Jewish mysticism
describes different levels of Tzadik, Kabbalah sees this verse as particularly referring to the one perfect tzadik of the
generation. In the tzadik, God's infinite-transcendent light becomes manifest in this finite-immanent world. The tzadik

Terminology of the Tzadik in Kabbalah

Identification with Yesod

Correspondences;
Yesod-Foundation:
9th sefirah, Tzadik,
Covenant, channels
Heaven to 10th
sefirah: Kingship,
Earth, Shekhinah,
Israelites.
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procreates spiritually through revealing Divinity in new Torah interpretations, and through awakening return to God in
his generation.
Yesod connects beginning to end in God who encompasses all. In the Bible, Abraham began the Yesod covenant of
circumcision, though his sefirah is Chesed love-kindness, the first emotional expression. Love creates the unity of
spiritual covenant. For Abraham this descended into action, to become expressed in the physical covenant of
circumcision. Yesod expresses this descent, uniting spiritual and physical. "Foundation" is the beginning of a building
and the conclusion of planning. Yesod is the power to bring action to conclusion, to reveal that the beginning and
end are united in God, "the end is wedged in the beginning, and the beginning in the end".[22]

Each Sefirah contains an inner dimension, as a soul motivating its outer Kabbalistic emanation function. Hasidic
thought explores the Divine motivation within, by psychologising Kabbalah through man's experience. The inner
motivation of Yesod is Emet-truth, each person's desire for their actions to reflect their true soul intention, fulfilling in
action God's essential intention for Creation. The Tzadik experiences the wish for Divine purpose consummately.

"..To love the Lord your God, to listen to His voice, and to cleave to Him.."[23] 
"Cleaving to a Torah scholar is as cleaving to the Divine Shechinah"[24] 

The leaders of Israel over the masses stem from the intellect of Adam's soul[25] 
"In every generation there is a leader like Moses"

The soul of the Tzadik is an inclusive, general soul of the community. In Kabbalah, gematria (numerical value) has
significance, because Creation is formed through Divine "speech" as in Genesis 1. The gematria of Yesod (יסוד) is
80, 8 times 10, forming reduced value of 18 (חי Life), as a tzadik is called truly alive spiritually. 80 is the value of Klal
the term in Kabbalah for the sephirah of Yesod. The "Tzadik of the ,(כל) the "community", the extension of Kol ,(כלל)
generation" is a "general soul" (neshama klalit) of the generation, in which each individual soul is included. Hasidic
thought focuses on this parallel, and its application for each person. Through the personal connection of each soul to
the tzadik, their Yechidah soul-essence becomes revealed, through the revelation of the Yechidah of the Tzadik.
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Kuntres HaHishtatchus The classic Maamar explaining the significance of visiting the grave of a Tzaddik. (In English)
chabad.org
Maaneh Lashon An English rendition of the prayers to be said at the graveside of the righteous.
Torah sources concerning Tzaddikim
Connotations of the Kabbalistic sephirah Yesod-Foundation from inner.org
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11. Ki Sisa, 33:7

12. Jeremiah, 23:6.

13. Bach on the Tur, Orach Chaim, 47

14. Nefesh HaChaim, Gate 1, ch. 4

15. Mesillas Yesharim, ch. 26

16. Marbitzei Torah U'Mussar, sec. 3, p. 10

17. Likutei Sichos, Vol 2, pp. 510-511.

18. 2:38a.

19. I Chronicles 29:11. The verse mentions all the emotional Sefirot. Yesod
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20. Zohar I:31a, II:116a, III:257a

21. Proverbs 10:25, as interpreted in the terminology of the Sefirot

22. Sefer Yetzirah 1:7

23. Deuteronomy 30:20
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25. Kabbalistic conception, emphasised by Isaac Luria, discussed in Tanya
I:2

The Hasidic development of the
Tzadik combined the former roles of
private mystic and social Maggid into
communal mystical-leadership.
Hasidic thought internalised the Ayin-
Yesh Heavenly duality of Kabbalah
into a complete paradigm for
Deveikut perception of Divine
Omnipresence. The Hasidic Tzadik
embodied this as a channel for the
Divine flow.
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Rebbe
Rebbe (Hebrew: רבי : /ˈrɛbɛ/ or /ˈrɛbi/[1]) is a Yiddish word derived from the
Hebrew word rabbi, which means "master, teacher, or mentor". Like the title "rabbi"
it refers to teachers of Torah or leaders of Judaism.

In common parlance of modern times, the term "The Rebbe" is often used
specifically by Hasidim to refer to the leader of their Hasidic movement.[2][3]
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The Yiddish term rebbe comes from the Hebrew word rabbi, meaning "My Master", which is the way a student would address a
master of Torah. It was an honorific originally given to those who had Smicha in the Pharisaic and Talmudic era. Since vowels were
not written at the time, it is impossible to know historically whether it was pronounced rah-bee (/ˈrɑːbi/) or r-bee (/ˈrɛbi/). The
English word rabbi (/ˈræbaɪ/) comes directly from this form. In Yiddish, the word became reb-eh (/ˈrɛbɛ/)—now commonly spelled
rebbe (/ˈrɛbə/—or just reb (/ˈrɛb/). The word master רב  rav [ˈʁäv] literally means "great one".

The Sages of the Mishnah known as the Tannaim, from the 1st and 2nd centuries of the common era, were known by the title Rabbi
(/ˈræbi/) (for example, Rabbi Akiva and Rabbi Shimon bar Yochoy). Rabbi Yehuda HaNasi, the leader of Jewry in Mishnaic Times,
was simply called Rabbi (/ˈræbi/), as being the rabbi par excellence of his generation.

The Sages of the Talmud known as the Amoraim, from the 3rd, 4th and early 5th centuries, those born in the Land of Israel, are called
Rabbi (/ˈræbi/); those born in the diaspora are known by the title Rav (/ˈrɑːv/).

Today, rebbe is used in the following ways:

Rebbe Naftali Tzvi Labin of Zidichov
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1. Rabbi, a teacher of Torah – Yeshiva students or cheder (elementary school) students, when talking to their Teacher,
would address him with the honorific Rebbe, as the Yiddish-German equivalent to the Hebrew word Rabbi (ַרִּבי  rabi
[ˈʁäbi]).

2. Personal mentor and teacher—A person's main Rosh Yeshiva, Yeshiva teacher, or mentor, who teaches him or her
Talmud and Torah and gives religious guidance, is referred to as rebbe (/ˈrɛbə/[1]), also as an equivalent to the term
"rabbi".

3. Spiritual leader—The spiritual head of a Hasidic movement is called a rebbe (/ˈrɛbə/[1]). His followers would address
him as "The Rebbe" or refer to him when speaking to others as "the Rebbe" or "my Rebbe". He is referred to by
others as the Rebbe of a particular Hasidut. In Hebrew, a hasidic rebbe is often referred to as an AdMoR, which is an
abbreviation for Adoneinu, Moreinu, veRabbenu ("Our Master, our Teacher, and our Rabbi"). In writing, this title is
placed before the name of the Hasidut, as in "Admor of Belz"; while the title Rebbe comes after the name of the
Hasidut when used as an adjective, as in "Lubavitcher Rebbe", "Amshinever Rebbe", and every rebbe of every
Hasidic Dynasty. In the Litvishe world, when not referring to a hasidic rebbe (/ˈrɛbə/[1]), the word can be pronounced
"rebbee" (/ˈrɛbi/). Sephardic Jews can pronounce it as "Ribbi" (/ˈriːbi/). The Lubavitcher hasidim have a tradition that
the Hebrew letters that make up the word rebbe (/ˈrɛbi/) are also an acronym for "Rosh Bnei Yisroel", meaning "a
spiritual head of the Children of Israel".

An ordinary communal rabbi, or "rebbe" in Yiddish, is sometimes distinct from a "Rav" (/ˈræv/, also pronounced "Rov" /ˈrɒv/ by
Jews of Eastern European or Russian origin), who is a more authoritative halakhic decider. A significant function of a Rav is to
answer questions of halakha (corpus of Jewish law), but he is not as authoritative as a posek. The short form "Reb" is an honorific for
Orthodox Jewish men, who are most likely to have profound knowledge of the Talmud and Torah, as opposed to Reconstructionist,
Reform or Conservative Judaism. Originally, this title was added to the names of Jews at the time of the schism with the Karaite sect,
as a sign of loyalty to the original rabbinic tradition, known today as Orthodox Judaism.[4]

As a rule, among hasidim, rebbe (/ˈrɛbə/) is referred to in Hebrew as "Admor" (pl. admorim), an abbreviation for Hebrew "Adoneinu
Moreinu V'Rabeinu", meaning "our Master, our Teacher, and our Rabbi", which is now the modern Hebrew word in Israel for
"rebbe".

Hasidim use the term "rebbe" (/ˈrɛbə/) also in a more elevated manner, to denote someone that they perceive not only as the religious
leader or nasi[3] of their congregation, but as their spiritual adviser and mentor. "The Rebbe" or "My Rebbe" in this sense is a rav or
rabbi whose views and advice are accepted not only on issues of religious law and practice, but in all arenas of life, including
political and social issues. Sometimes a hasid has a rebbe as his spiritual guide and an additional rav for rulings on issues of halakha.

Hasidim use the concept of a (non-hasidic) rebbe in the simple sense of rabbi, as the Yiddish-German equivalent to the Hebrew word
rabi [ˈʁäbi]. For example: "I will ask my rebbe (/ˈrɛbə/), rabbi (/ˈræbaɪ/) Ploni (so-and-so), for advice about this personal  ַרִּבי
matter."

A hasidic rebbe (/ˈrɛbɛ/) is generally taken to mean a great leader of a Hasidic dynasty, also referred to as "Grand Rabbi" in English
or an ADMOR, a Hebrew acronym for Adoneinu-Moreinu-veRabbeinu ("our lord/master, teacher, and rabbi"). Outside of Hasidic
circles the term "Grand Rabbi" has been used to refer to a rabbi with a higher spiritual status. The practice became widespread in
America in the early 1900s when Hasidic rebbes began to emigrate to the United States and was derived from the German
Grossrabbiner.

Rabbi Yisroel Baal Shem Tov, the founder of Hasidism, is regarded by Hasidim as the first Hasidic rebbe.[2] During his lifetime he
was referred to mainly as "The holy" rather than as "Rebbe", and his disciples were "magidim" or "preachers", such as the Magid of
Chernobyl or the Magid of Mezritsh.

The first "rebbe" to be known as such was the Baal Shem Tov's grandson, Rabbi Boruch of Mezhibozh, who was referred to as "The
Rebbe" during his lifetime. After him, those who rose to positions of leadership and their successors began to be called rebbe. The
title gradually came to suggest a higher spiritual status.

Hasidism

The hasidic rebbe
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Each Hasidic group refers to its leader as "the rebbe".

Hannah Rachel Verbermacher, also known as the Maiden of Ludmir or the "Ludmirer Moyd", was the only female rebbe in the
history of the Hasidic movement; she lived in the 19th century in Ukraine and Israel.[5][6]

According to Maimonides,[7] a tzadik is "one whose merit surpasses [his/her] iniquity", and every person can reach the level of a
Tzadik. According to the Tanya, a tzadik has no evil inclination, and only a select few predestined to attain this level can attain it.
According to Kabbalah (and particularly the hasidic understanding of Kabbalah), the world is sustained on the "shoulders" of
Tzadikim Nistarim, divinely predestined exceptionally righteous people in a generation. Nobody has knowledge about who was such
a tzaddik, even one of these exceptionally righteous people would not know that they really are such a tzadik. These people are
understood to have perfected their personal service of God to such an extent that they become literally and physically aware of God.
These righteous people's perception (of both spiritual and physical, not to mention temporal matters) transcends the apparent
boundaries of existence.

However, a hasidic rebbe is generally said to be a righteous person, called a "tzaddik".[2] Furthermore, a rebbe is said to be able to
affect divine providence, and a rebbe is said to be able to "see the future", or at least have strong insight into the life and trials of
another.

As a result, hasidim in some hasidic circles seek their rebbe's advice for a variety of concerns: spiritual, physical, and even business
concerns. Furthermore, many people seek the blessing (bracha) of a rebbe (and a hasid will specifically seek the blessing of his own
rebbe) for anything from minor (and all the more so major) physical troubles, to grand spiritual concerns. Many famous and common
stories of a rebbe's intervention involve women who successfully seek a rebbe's blessing for fertility so that they can conceive after
having been barren for many years.

In some movements the hasidim believe that their rebbe is the "tzadik hador" (tzaddik of the
generation) and would regard any thought that detracts from his perfection and holiness as heresy.
Other sects lessen this idealization to some degree or another. Since many rebbes are sons-in-law
or students of other rebbes, it makes sense that they would view themselves as subordinate to
those other rebbes. Nonetheless, their hasidim remain loyal to them because of their special
loyalty, a family connection, or a belief that a specific tzaddik or Nasi HaDor (although others
might have greater spiritual stature) connects best with one's soul. For example, the Kosover
Rebbe makes yearly pilgrimages to the Tosher Rebbe. Nonetheless, his followers remain very
loyal to him.

Unlike rabbis or non-hasidic rebbes in other Jewish movements, hasidic Judaism considers a
'hasidic rebbe' to be a conduit between Jews and God.[2] On the basis of traditional Kabbalistic
concepts and terminology, Hasidic philosophy bridged deveikut, a Jewish concept referring to
closeness to God, to the hasidic rebbe, embodying and channeling the Divine flow of blessing to
the world, because Creation is dependent on the continuous flow of Divine lifeforce, without
which it would revert to nothingness.[8]

Relationship of hasidim to their rebbe

Rebbe as tzadik

Kabbalah describes an
extension of Moses in
each generation,
alternately identified with
the Tzadik of the
generation, and the
potential Jewish Messiah
of the generation. In
Hasidism, each person's
soul essence relates to
the level of Moses.
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Hasidic followers of a rebbe
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Given a rebbe's physical awareness of God, and the rebbe's transcendent perception of Godliness, many hasidim take special care to
observe the specific and sometimes minute practices of their rebbe. Even things that seem mundane may nonetheless be seen by
hasidim as incredibly significant. For example, Lubavitcher hasidim frequently shape their fedoras to match the way that the
Lubavitcher Rebbe shaped his hat-which was more flat than many others. Many Skverer hasidim (of the Skverer Rebbe in New
Square) wear their peyos identical to those of the Skverer Rebbe. While hasidim do not always follow the specific practices of their
rebbe, the rebbe is able to create practices that may be specific and unique to his hasidim. For example, Rabbi Aaron Roth (Reb
Areleh, as he was called) the first rebbe of Shomer Emunim, told his hasidim to pause frequently while eating their meals in order to
keep them from overindulging. A hasid will usually love his rebbe like a close family member, if not more so. The degree and nature
of this belief varies, however, depending on the movement.

There are some functions which are exclusively the domain of hasidic rebbes:

Reading kvitlach
Running a tish or leading a farbrengen

Others are not exclusive to Hasidic rebbes, but are often an important part of their role:

Participating in family celebrations of the hasidim, such as weddings and brisim (circumcision ceremony)
Performing mitzvos, etc. in the presence of their hasidim, such as kindling the Chanuka lights and drawing water with
which to bake matzos
Leading the prayers on Shabbos, Holy Days, and other special occasions
Delivering learned or inspirational discourses (in Chabad Hasidut, this is one of the main roles of a rebbe)

Build educational, social and religious institutions [9]

A rebbe has times when Hasidim (and other petitioners) may come for a private audience. A kvitel (Yiddish for "note", plural
kvitlach) is a note with the name of the petitioner and a short request for which the rebbe is asked to pray. The formula in which a
person's name is written is one's own Hebrew name, the son/daughter of one's mother's Hebrew name, such as Shimon ben Rivkah
(Simeon the son of Rebecca). Hasidim believe that rebbes read supernaturally "between the lines" of a kvitel, and in every Hasidic
movement there are numerous anecdotes relating how the rebbe saw things that were not written in the kvitel. In most Hasidic groups,
the kvitel is written by the rebbe's gabbai (secretary), however sometimes the petitioner writes it on his own. Usually, but with some
exceptions, a pidyon (redemption) of cash is customarily handed to the rebbe under the kvitel, but this is not obligatory. This is
considered to be the conduit through which the blessing is given, and a redemption for the soul of the petitioner. ("A gift makes its
receiver glad" is given as an explanation: a blessing only comes from a joyous heart.) It is also customary to tip the gabbai, although
this too is not obligatory.

A rebbe conducts a tish (Yiddish: פֿירט טיש : feert tish, literally, "to run [a] table") or
a farbrengen—a communal festive meal with highly mystical overtones—on
Shabbat and other occasions. At a tish, the rebbe distributes shirayim (lit. remnants)
to the Hasidim seated at or gathered round the table. When a gathering similar to a
tish is led by a rabbi who is not a rebbe, it can be referred to as a botte (esp. amongst
groups from Romania) or sheves achim.
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Hasidic Judaism
List of Hasidic dynasties

Functions of a hasidic rebbe

Kvitlach

Tish and farbrengen

The Bostoner Rebbe feert tish, lit.
"runs [a] table" in his synagogue in
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Menachem M. Schneerson of righteous memory. The Rebbe was a visionary religious leader who inspired countless
individuals during his lifetime and established a global network of educational, social, and religious institutions to
revive the post-holocaust Jewish landscape."
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List of Hasidic dynasties
A Hasidic dynasty is a dynasty led by Hasidic Jewish spiritual leaders known as rebbes,[1] and usually has some or all of the following
characteristics:

1. Each leader of the dynasty is often known as an ADMOR[2] (abbreviation for ADoneinu MOreinu Rabeinu - "our master, our
teacher and our rabbi") or simply as Rebbe (or "the Rebbe"), and at times called the "Rav" ("rabbi"), and sometimes referred
to in English as a "Grand Rabbi";

2. The dynasty continues beyond the initial leader's lifetime by succession (usually by a family descendant);
3. The dynasty is usually named after a key town in Eastern Europe where the founder may have been born or lived, or where

the group began to grow and flourish;
4. The dynasty has (or once had) followers who, through time, continue following successive leaders (rebbes) or may even

continue as a group without a leader by following the precepts of a deceased leader.

A Hasidic group has the following characteristics:

1. It was founded by a leader who did not appoint or leave a successor;
2. It may be named after a key town in Eastern Europe where the founder may have been born or lived, or where the group

began to grow and flourish, or it may be named after the founder himself;
3. It has followers who continue as a group under the direction of rabbis who expound and interpret the precepts of the

deceased founder.

Dynasties with larger following

Dynasties with smaller following

Other dynasties
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
K
L
M
N
O
P
R
S
T
U
V
Y
Z

Hasidic groups (non-dynastic)

References

Hasidic dynasties (arranged alphabetically) with a large following include:
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Dynasties with larger following
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Name Current (or last)
Rebbe

Founder Headquartered
In

City/Town of Origin

Belz Yissachar Dov
Rokeach

Sholom Rokeach
(1781–1855)

Jerusalem,
Israel

Belz, Galicia, Austria-
Hungary / Poland (now in
Ukraine)

Bobov
Ben Zion Aryeh
Leibish
Halberstam

Shlomo
Halberstam of
Bobov (1847–
1905)

Borough Park,
Brooklyn

Bobowa and Sanz,
Galicia, Austria-Hungary
(now in Poland)

Bobov-45 Mordechai Dovid
Unger (b.1954)

Mordechai Dovid
Unger (2005)

Borough Park,
Brooklyn Borough Park, Brooklyn

Chabad
Lubavitch

Menachem
Mendel
Schneerson
(1902-1994)

Schneur Zalman
of Liadi (1745–
1812)

Crown Heights,
Brooklyn Lyubavichi, Russia

Ger Yaakov Aryeh
Alter (b. 1939)

Yitzchak Meir
Alter (1799–
1866)

Jerusalem,
Israel

Góra Kalwaria, Russian
Empire (now in Poland)

Karlin-Stolin Baruch Meir
Yaakov Shochet

Aaron ben Jacob
of Karlin (1736–
1772)

Givat Zeev,
West Bank;  
Jerusalem,
Israel

Karlin, Belarus

Sanz
Klausenberg

Tzvi Elimelech
Halberstam;  
Shmuel Dovid
Halberstam

Chaim
Halberstam of
Sanz (1796–
1876)

Boro Park,
Brooklyn; 
Kiryat Sanz,
Netanya, Israel

Cluj-Napoca, Hungary
(now in Romania), and
Sanz, Galicia (now in
Poland)

Satmar

Aaron Teitelbaum
(b. 1947); 
Zalman Leib
Teitelbaum (b.
1952)

Yoel Teitelbaum
(1887–1979)

Kiryas Joel,
New York; 
Williamsburg,
Brooklyn

Satu Mare, Hungary (now
in Romania)

Skver David Twersky (b.
1940) Yitzchak Twersky New Square,

New York
Skvira, Russian Empire
(now in Ukraine)

Vizhnitz

Yisrael Hager; 
Mordechai Hager; 
Menachem
Mendel Hager
2nd

Rabbi Yackov
Koppel Chusid

Bnei Brak,
Israel; 
Kaser, New
York; 
Bnei Brak,
Israel

Vyzhnytsia, Bukovina,
Austria-Hungary (now in
Ukraine)

Hasidic dynasties (arranged alphabetically) with a small following include:

Name Current (or
last) Rebbe Founder Headquartered

In City/Town of Origin

Aleksander Yisroel Tzvi
Yair
Danziger

Yechiel
Dancyger
(1828–1894)

Bnei Brak,
Israel

Aleksandrów Łódzki,
Poland

Dynasties with smaller following
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Ungvar Amram
Klein

Yossef
Elimelech
Khanh (1931)

Brooklyn, US
Ungvar, Hungary,
(now Ukraine)

Amshinov

Yosef
Kalish; 
Yaakov
Aryeh
Milikowsky

Yaakov Dovid
Kalish of
Amshinov
(1814–1878)

Borough Park,
Brooklyn;  
Jerusalem,
Israel

Mszczonów, Poland

Ashlag
Simcha
Avraham
Ashlag

Yehuda Leib
Ha-Levi
Ashlag (1885–
1954)

Bnei Brak,
Israel Warsaw, Poland

Berditchev
Levi Yitzchok
of Berditchev
(1740–1810)

Berdychiv, Ukraine

Bergsass Aaron
Pollak

Abraham Alter
Pollak (died
2007)

Elad, Israel Beregszász, Hungary
(now Ukraine)

Biala

Avraham
Yerachmiel
Rabinowicz; 
Yaakov
Menachem
Rabinowicz; 
Aaron
Rabinowicz

Yitzchok
Yaakov
Rabinowicz
(died 1905)

Jerusalem,
Israel; 
Bnei Brak,
Israel; 
Borough Park,
Brooklyn

Biała Podlaska,
Poland

Boston

Pinchas
David
Horowitz; 
Mayer Alter
Horowitz; 
Naftali
Yehuda
Horowitz; 
Chaim
Avrohom
Horowitz

Pinchas David
Horowitz
(1876–1941)

Brookline,
Massachusetts; 
Jerusalem,
Israel

Boston

Boyan Nachum
Dov Brayer

Yitzchok
Friedman
(1850–1917)

Jerusalem,
Israel

Boiany, Bukovina
(now in Ukraine)

Chernobyl several

Menachem
Nachum
Twerski of
Chernobyl
(1730–1797)

Bnei Brak,
Israel; 
Ashdod, Israel; 
Boro Park,
Brooklyn,
Lawrence, NY

Chernobyl, Ukraine

Dorog
Yisroel
Moshe
Rosenfeld

Shmuel
Frenkel-
Komarda of
Dorog

Bnei Brak,
Israel Hajdudorog, Hungary

Dushinsky Yosef Tzvi Yosef Tzvi Jerusalem, Jerusalem, Israel
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Dushinsky Dushinsky
(1867–1948)

Israel

Machnovka Yehoshua
Rokeach

Yosef Meir
Twersky of
Machnovka

Bnei Brak,
Israel Machnovka, Ukraine

Melitz

Naftali
Asher
Yeshayahu
Moscowitz

Yaakov
Horowitz of
Melitz 
(son of Naftali
Zvi of
Ropshitz)

Ashdod, Israel Mielec, Galicia (now
in Poland)

Modzitz Chaim
Shaul Taub

Yechezkel
Taub of
Kuzmir (1755–
1856)

Bnei Brak,
Israel Dęblin, Poland

Munkacz Moshe Leib
Rabinovich

Shlomo Spira
("Shem
Shlomo") of
Munkacz

Borough Park,
Brooklyn

Munkács, Hungary
(now in Ukraine)

Nadvorna several
Mordechai
Leifer (1835–
1894)

Bnei Brak,
Israel

Nadvirna, Galicia
(now in Ukraine)

Nikolsburg

Yosef
Yechiel
Mechel
Lebovits

Shmuel
Shmelke ben
Hirsh Halevi
Horowitz of
Nikolsburg
(1726–1778),

Monsey, New
York Nikolsburg, Moravia

Novominsk Yaakov
Perlow

Borough Park,
Brooklyn

Mińsk Mazowiecki,
Poland

Pinsk-Karlin Aryeh
Rosenfeld

Aharon the
Great of Karlin
(1736–1772)

Jerusalem,
Israel Karlin, Belarus

Puppa
Yaakov
Yechezkia
Greenwald

Moshe
Greenwald

Williamsburg,
Brooklyn Pápa, Hungary

Rachmastrivka

Yitzchak
Twerski; 
David
Twerski

Yochanan
Twerski of
Rachmastrivka

Boro Park,
Brooklyn; 
Jerusalem,
Israel

Rachmastrivka,
Ukraine

Radzin or Izhbitza -
Radzin

Shlomo
Yosef
Englard

Mordechai
Yosef Leiner
of Izhbitza

Bnei Brak,
Israel

Izbica, Poland;  
Radzyń Podlaski,
Poland

Sadigura
Tzvi Yisrael
Moshe
Friedman

Avrohom
Yaakov
Friedman of
Sadigura
(1820–1883)

Bnei Brak,
Israel

Sadagóra, Bukovina
(now in Ukraine)

Shomer Emunim Avrohom Aharon Roth Kiryat Shomrei Jerusalem, Israel
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Toldos Aharon 
Toldos Avrohom Yitzchok

Chaim
Roth;  
Dovid Kohn;
Shmuel
Yaakov
Kohn

("Reb Ahrele")
(1894–1947)

Emunim,
Jerusalem 
Mea Shearim,
Jerusalem

Slonim

Shmuel
Brozovosky; 
Avrohom
Weinberg

Avraham of
Slonim

Jerusalem,
Israel; 
Bnei Brak,
Israel

Slonim, Belarus

Skolye
Avrohm
Moshe
Rabinowitz

Borough Park,
Brooklyn

Skole, Galicia,
Ukraine

Skulen
Yisroel
Avrohom
Portugal

Eliezer Zusia
Portugal
(1898–1982)

Borough Park,
Brooklyn

Sculeni, Bessarabia
(now in Moldova)

Spinka several
Joseph Meir
Weiss (1838–
1909)

Williamsburg,
Brooklyn; 
Jerusalem,
Israel; 
Bnei Brak,
Israel

Szaplonca, Hungary,
(now Romania, Săpânţa)

Stropkov

Avrohom
Sholom
Halberstam
II

Avrohom
Sholom
Halberstam
(1856–1940)

Jerusalem,
Israel; 
Bnei Brak,
Israel; 
Ramle, Israel; 
Williamsburg,
Brooklyn

Stropkov, Hungary
(now in Slovakia)

Tosh
Elimelch
Segal-
Loewy

AMeshulam
Feish Segal-
Loewy I

Boisbriand, QC Nyírtass, Hungary

Zvhil (See also Zvhil-
Mezbuz)

Avraham
Goldman; 
Shlomo
Goldman; 
Yitzhak
Aharon
Korff

Moshe of Zvhil
(died 1831)

Jerusalem,
Israel; 
Union City,
New Jersey; 
Boston,
Massachusetts

Zvyahel, Volhynia
(now Novohrad-
Volynskyi, Ukraine)

Many of these dynasties have presently few or no devotees due to most of the Hasidic groups being destroyed during the Holocaust, 1939-
1945. Other communities are flourishing and have growing Hasidic sects. There are many dynasties whose followers number around five to
fifteen people, and are not listed here.

Alesk (from Olesko, Ukraine)
Amdur (from Indura, Belarus)
Anipoli (from Annopol, Ukraine)
Apt/Zinkov/Mezhbizh (from Opatów, Poland)
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Beitsh (from Biecz, Poland)
Bender (from Bender, Moldova)
Bertch (from Bircza, Poland)
Białystok (from Białystok)
Bialobrzeg (from Białobrzegi, Poland)
Bluzhev (from Błażowa, Poland)
Bikovsk (from Bikofsk)
Bohush (from Buhuși, Romania)
Bonia
Botoshan (from Botoşani, Romania)
Brod (from Brody, Ukraine) (several)
Brizdovitz (from Berezdivtsi, Ukraine)
Bucharest (from Bucureşti, Romania) (several)
Burshtin (from Burshtyn, Ukraine)

Chabad-Avrutsh (from Ovruch, Ukraine)
Chabad-Bobroisk (from Bobrujsk, Belarus)
Chabad-Kapust
Chabad-Liadi
Chabad-Nezhin
Chabad-Strashelye
Chernovitz (from Chernivtsi) (several)
Czortkow (from Chortkiv)
Chust (from Khust) (several)
Cleveland
Cracow (from Kraków)
Crasna

Deyzh (from Dej, Romania,)(previously, Hungary)
Dinov (from Dynów, Poland)
Dombrova (from Dąbrowa Tarnowska, Poland)
Drubitsh (from Drohobych, Poland) (several)
Dzirka (from Györke/Ďurkov, Slovakia)(previously Hungary)
Dzikov (from Tarnobrzeg, Poland)

Erlau (from Eger/Erlau, Hungary)
Etched (from Nagyecsed, Hungary)

Faltichan (from Fălticeni, Romania)

Gorlitz (from Gorlice, Poland)
Gostynin (from Gostynin, Poland)
Gvodzitz (from Hvizdets)
Gribov (from Grybów, Poland)
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C

D
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Hornsteipel (from Hornostaypil', near Chernobyl)
Huvniv (from Hivniv, Ukraine)
Husiatyn

Kaliv (from Nagykálló, Hungary)
Kaminke (the unrelated Ukrainian Kaminke dynasty from Kamianka, Ukraine and Galician Kaminke dynasty from
Kamianka-Buzka, Ukraine)
Kaminetz
Kunskvola (from Końskowola, Poland)
Karlihaz
Kashou
Kerestir (from Bodrogkeresztur, Hungary)
Khentshin (from Chęciny, Poland)
Kielce (from Kielce, Poland)
Koidanov (from Koidanava, Belarus)
Kolbasov
Komarno (from Komarno, Ukraine)
Kopyczynitz (from Kopychyntsi, Ukraine)
Korets (from Korets, Ukraine)
Koson (from Koson, Ukraine)
Kosov (from Kosiv, Ukraine)
Kotsk (from Kock, Poland)
Kozlov
Kozhnitz (from Kozienice, Poland)
Krasna
Krula
Kshanov (from Chrzanów, Poland)
Kuzmir (from Kazimierz Dolny, near Warsaw) (several)

Łańcut (from Łańcut, Poland)
Lashkovitz (from Ulashkivtsi, Ukraine)
Lelov (from Lelów, Poland)
Lechovitch (from Lyakhavichy, Belarus)
Linitz
Liske (Olaszliszka, Hungary)
Lizhensk (from Leżajsk, Poland)
Leva
Liozna
Lublin (from Lublin, Poland) (several)
Lutsk (from Lutsk, Ukraine) (several)

Margareten (from Marghita/Margitta, Romania) (previously, Hungary)
Mattersdorf (from Mattersburg, Austria)
Mezhbizh (from Medzhybizh), Ukraine; Also see Apter Rov
Mishkoltz (from Miskolc, Hungary) (several)
Mogelnitz (from Mogielnica, Poland)
Manestrishtze

H
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Nadvorna(previously Poland, Austria-Hungary), (now in, Ukraine)
Narol, (Galicia, Austria-Hungary, (now in, Poland)
Neshchiz (from Nesukhoyezhe, Ukraine)
Nikolsburg (from Mikulov/Nikolsburg), (Czech Republic)

Ostrof
Ozherov (from Ożarów, Poland)

Pabianice, (Poland)
Pashkan (from Paşcani, Romania)
Philadelphia (from Philadelphia, Pennsylvania)
Piasetzne
Pietrokov (from Piotrków Trybunalski, Poland)
Pilts (from Pilica, Poland)
Pilzno (named for Pilzno, Poland)
Pintchiv (from Pińczów, Poland)
Pittsburgh (from Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania)
Porisov (from Parysów, Poland)
Premishlan (from Peremyshliany, Ukraine)
Pshemishl (from Przemyśl, Poland)
Pshevorsk (from Przeworsk, Poland)
Pshiskhe (from Przysucha, Poland) (two)

Radomsk (from Radomsko, Poland)
Radoshitz (from Radoszyce, Poland)
Radvil (from Radyvyliv, Ukraine)
Ratzfert (from Újfehértó, Hungary)
Rimenov (from Rymanów, Poland)
Roman (from Roman, Romania)
Ropshitz (from Ropczyce, Poland)
Ruzhin (from Ruzhyn, Ukraine)
Rzeszów (Rzeszów, Galicia, Poland)

Sambur (from Sambir, Ukraine) (several)
Sadigura (from Sadhora, Ukraine)
Sanz (from Nowy Sącz, Poland)
Sasregen (from Szászrégen/Reghin, Romania)(previously Hungary)
Sassov (from Sasiv, Ukraine)
Savran
Seret (from Siret, Romania)
Shedlitz (from Siedlce, Poland)
Shotz (from Suceava, Romania)
Shidlovtza (from Szydłowiec, Poland)
Shineva (from Sieniawa, Poland)
Shpikov (from Shpykiv, Ukraine)
Shtefanesht (from Ştefăneşti, Romania)
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Siget (Sighetu-Marmaţiei/Máramarossziget, Romania)(previously Hungary)(parent of, now sharing leadership with, Satmar
dynasty above)
Sochatchov (from Sochaczew, Poland)
Sokolov (from Sokołów Podlaski, Poland - there was a branch of the Ropshitz dynasty in Sokołów Małopolski, Poland, as
well)
Stanislov (from Stanyslaviv, Ukraine) (several)
Stepan (from Stepan, Ukraine)
Stitshin (from Szczucin, Poland)
Stretin (from Stratin, Ukraine)
Strikov (from Stryków, Poland)
Strizhov
Sudilkov (from Sudylkiv, Ukraine)
Sulitza (from Suliţa, Romania) (there was also a branch of the Shotz dynasty in Sulitza)

Tetsh (from Técső - now Tyachiv, Ukraine)(previously Hungary)
Temeshvar (from Timişoara, Romania)(previously Hungary)
Tolna (from Talne, Ukraine)
Toldos Tzvi
Trisk (from Turiisk, Ukraine)
Tseshenov (from Cieszanów, Poland)
Tshakova (from Szczakowa, Poland)

Ujhel (from Újhely, Hungary)
Ungvar (from Ungvár, Hungary)
Ushpitzin (from Oświęcim, Poland)

Vasloi (from Vaslui, Romania)
Vien (from Wien/Vienna)
Volova (from Mizhhirya, Ukraine)
Vorka from Warka, Poland
Vulkan (from Vulcan, Hunedoara, Romania)(previously Hungary)

Yeruslav (from Jarosław, Poland) (several)

Zablitov (Zabolotiv, Ukraine)
Zbarz (from Zbarazh, Ukraine) (several)
Zenta (break-off from Satmar)(from, Serbia) (previously Hungary)
Zhmigrid (from Nowy Żmigród, Poland)
Zhitomir (from Zhytomyr)
Zidichov
Zinkov
Zlatipol (from Zlatopol)
Zlotchov (from Zolochiv)
Zolozitz (Hasidic dynasty)]
Zychlin
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Name Founder Headquartered In City/Town of Origin

Breslov Nachman of Breslov (1772–
1810) Jerusalem, Israel Bratslav, Ukraine

Lev
Tahor [[]]

Sainte-Agathe-des-Monts,
Quebec. Guatemala City,
Guatemala

Jerusalem, Israel

Malachim
Chaim Avraham Dov Ber
Levine haCohen (1860–
1938)

Williamsburg, Brooklyn Brooklyn, New York

Rybnitza Chaim Zanvl Abramowitz (d.
1995) Monsey, New York Rybnitsa,

Moldova/Transnistria

Vien Klonumos Karl Richter Williamsburg, Brooklyn Vienna, Austria

Shuva
Yisrael Yoshiyahu Yosef Pinto New York City Ashdod, Israel

Rabinowicz, Tzvi M. The Encyclopedia of Hasidism ISBN 1-56821-123-6 Jason Aronson, Inc., 1996.
Alfasi, Yitschak. החסידות מדור לדור Hachasidut miDor leDor (2 vols)

1. "Hasidism". World Book. 9. 2012. p. 82.

2. Ettinger, Yair (Jan 1, 2013). "Hasidic leader Yaakov Friedman, the Admor of Sadigura, dies at 84" (http://www.haaretz.com/n
ews/national/hasidic-leader-yaakov-friedman-the-admor-of-sadigura-dies-at-84-1.491294). Haaretz. Retrieved Oct 14,
2013.
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Tzadikim graves in UkraineTzadikim graves in Ukraine
Posted on Nov 3, 2013 in Articles | 0 comments

I have decide to create one page withI have decide to create one page with
the list of all Tzadikim graves in Ukrainethe list of all Tzadikim graves in Ukraine
because can find such information inbecause can find such information in
one place in one language. Information will be published inone place in one language. Information will be published in
blocks devided by regions.blocks devided by regions.

There is no information about Tzadikim graves in WesternThere is no information about Tzadikim graves in Western
Ukraine because I haven’t collected information about thatUkraine because I haven’t collected information about that
region.region.

Kiev and Chernigov regionsKiev and Chernigov regions

ChernobylChernobyl
Rabbi Menachem Nochum Twerski of Chernobyl and 4 tzadiks of his dynastyRabbi Menachem Nochum Twerski of Chernobyl and 4 tzadiks of his dynasty  (can (can
assume that 3 of them are Menachem Nochum’s grandson assume that 3 of them are Menachem Nochum’s grandson Aharon (1787–1872)Aharon (1787–1872) and and
two Aharon’s sons two Aharon’s sons Yitzhak Meshullam Zusya (? – 1881)Yitzhak Meshullam Zusya (? – 1881)  and   and Baruh Asher (?-1905)Baruh Asher (?-1905)).).
Rabbi Menachem Nochum Twerski (born 1730, Narynsk, Volhynia – died 1797,Rabbi Menachem Nochum Twerski (born 1730, Narynsk, Volhynia – died 1797,
Chernobyl) –  founder of the Chernobyl Hasidic dynasty.Chernobyl) –  founder of the Chernobyl Hasidic dynasty.
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Ohel in ChernobylOhel in Chernobyl

GornostaipolGornostaipol
Rabbi Mordechai Dov (1839-1903)Rabbi Mordechai Dov (1839-1903), son of the sacred Rabbi Meshulam Zushe Yitzhak., son of the sacred Rabbi Meshulam Zushe Yitzhak.
The old cemetery was demolished in the late 1950s – early 1960s. Until the 1990s, theThe old cemetery was demolished in the late 1950s – early 1960s. Until the 1990s, the
place was empty. In the 1990s, a village club building was under construction but wasplace was empty. In the 1990s, a village club building was under construction but was
never finished. In the 1990s, at the supposed site of the grave of Rabbi Mordechai Dovnever finished. In the 1990s, at the supposed site of the grave of Rabbi Mordechai Dov
Tverskoy (d. 1903), Hassidim erected an ohel. According to Meylekh Sheykhet,Tverskoy (d. 1903), Hassidim erected an ohel. According to Meylekh Sheykhet,
however, the site was incorrectly determined. The exact site is not yet known.however, the site was incorrectly determined. The exact site is not yet known.

Ohel in GornostaipolOhel in Gornostaipol

IgnatovkaIgnatovka
Rabbi Mordechai Twerski (b. 1770, Chernobyl – d. 1837, Ignatovka)Rabbi Mordechai Twerski (b. 1770, Chernobyl – d. 1837, Ignatovka)  – Son of rabbi – Son of rabbi
Menachem Nochum Twerski of Chernobyl. Died here on the way to Kiev. Entry to theMenachem Nochum Twerski of Chernobyl. Died here on the way to Kiev. Entry to the
ohel can be gained by arrangement with the caretaker (+380-67-7291508).ohel can be gained by arrangement with the caretaker (+380-67-7291508).

http://jewua.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/90265229.jpg
http://jewua.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/2436Ohel.jpg


Ohel in IgnatovkaOhel in Ignatovka

KievKiev
Shlomo Benzion Twerski (1870-1939)Shlomo Benzion Twerski (1870-1939), Ohel located on Kurenevka Jewish cemetery, Ohel located on Kurenevka Jewish cemetery

Ohel in Kurenevka Jewish cemeteryOhel in Kurenevka Jewish cemetery

FastovFastov
Rabbi Abraham ha-MalahRabbi Abraham ha-Malah, the son of Rabbi Dov Ber from Mezhirichi., the son of Rabbi Dov Ber from Mezhirichi.
Rabbi Israel Polotzker(? – 1782)Rabbi Israel Polotzker(? – 1782), one of the first students of Rabbi Dov Ber., one of the first students of Rabbi Dov Ber.

http://jewua.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/1024px-Chernobyl_Maggid_tzion_Anatevka.jpg
http://jewua.org/kiev
http://jewua.org/fastov


Old Ohel in Fastov. New one build on this placeOld Ohel in Fastov. New one build on this place

Reconstruction of ohel in 2016. Rabbi Meir Gabai is on the frontReconstruction of ohel in 2016. Rabbi Meir Gabai is on the front

MakarovMakarov
Rebbe Menachem Nachum TwerskiRebbe Menachem Nachum Twerski   (1805, Chernobyl – 1852, Makarov)(1805, Chernobyl – 1852, Makarov), founder of, founder of
Makarov Hasidic dynasty,  the first son of the second Chernobyl rebbe. Cemetery wasMakarov Hasidic dynasty,  the first son of the second Chernobyl rebbe. Cemetery was
destroyed in 1970’s. On Lo-Tishkah web-site mentioned that “grave of well-knowndestroyed in 1970’s. On Lo-Tishkah web-site mentioned that “grave of well-known
rabbi” was found in 2000’s and ohel has been erected at this site.rabbi” was found in 2000’s and ohel has been erected at this site.

Ohel in MakarovOhel in Makarov

Belaya TserkovBelaya Tserkov
Graves were destroyed during WWII and territory build up after the war. Exact locationGraves were destroyed during WWII and territory build up after the war. Exact location
is unknown.is unknown.
The sign on the symbolic ohel reads as follows (translation from Hebrew):The sign on the symbolic ohel reads as follows (translation from Hebrew):
The territory around the ohel, including the military buildings, is part of the JewishThe territory around the ohel, including the military buildings, is part of the Jewish
cemetery where many of our brothers from the people of Israel are buried, amongcemetery where many of our brothers from the people of Israel are buried, among
them – the children of the temple of Besht: *them – the children of the temple of Besht: *Rabbi Abraham PolotskerRabbi Abraham Polotsker , may we be, may we be
protected by his merits; *the author of the book “Hesed le-Avraam”, a friend of Besht,protected by his merits; *the author of the book “Hesed le-Avraam”, a friend of Besht,

http://jewua.org/makarov
http://jewua.org/belaya_tserkov


Rabbi MosheRabbi Moshe, may we be protected by his merits; *, may we be protected by his merits; *Rabbi ChaimRabbi Chaim, may we be protected, may we be protected
by his merits. The pupils of Besht: *by his merits. The pupils of Besht: *Rabbi Aaron Shmuel haKohenRabbi Aaron Shmuel haKohen, may we be, may we be
protected by his merits, the author of the book “Ve-tsiva ha-kohen”, The pupil ofprotected by his merits, the author of the book “Ve-tsiva ha-kohen”, The pupil of
Maggid from Mezhyrich. “… the place you are standing at is the Holy Land’ (Ex. 3:5)).Maggid from Mezhyrich. “… the place you are standing at is the Holy Land’ (Ex. 3:5)).

Ohel on the site of destroyed Jewish CemeteryOhel on the site of destroyed Jewish Cemetery

SkviraSkvira
Rabbi Itshak Tversky of Skvyra (1812-1885)Rabbi Itshak Tversky of Skvyra (1812-1885) , the founder of the Skver dynasty; and two, the founder of the Skver dynasty; and two
his sons (presumably his sons (presumably Rabbi Avraam Yehoshua GeshelRabbi Avraam Yehoshua Geshel and  and Rabbi IsraelRabbi Israel))

Ohel on Skvira Old Jewish CemeteryOhel on Skvira Old Jewish Cemetery

TarashaTarasha
Rabbi Raphael of Bershad’ (1751-1827) Rabbi Raphael of Bershad’ (1751-1827) – a student of Rabbi Pinchas of Koretz, a– a student of Rabbi Pinchas of Koretz, a
student of the Besht.student of the Besht.

http://jewua.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/ohel.jpg
http://jewua.org/skvira/
http://jewua.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/2819Ohel1_DSC003831.jpg
http://jewua.org/tarashcha


Ohel in TarashchaOhel in Tarashcha

NezhinNezhin
Rabbi Dov-Ber Schneerson (1773 -1827)Rabbi Dov-Ber Schneerson (1773 -1827) second Lubavitcher Rebbe second Lubavitcher Rebbe

Ohel of second Lubaitcher Rabbi in NezhinOhel of second Lubaitcher Rabbi in Nezhin

Cherkassy and Poltava regionsCherkassy and Poltava regions

Gadyach Gadyach 
Shneur Zalman of LiadyShneur Zalman of Liady (1745 – 1812) –  founder and first Rebbe of Chabad, a branch (1745 – 1812) –  founder and first Rebbe of Chabad, a branch
of Hasidic Judaism.of Hasidic Judaism.
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Ohel in GadyachOhel in Gadyach

CherkassyCherkassy
Rabbi Jakob Israel Twerski (? – 1874 ). Rabbi Jakob Israel Twerski (? – 1874 ). State of the grave is unknownState of the grave is unknown

RotmistrovkaRotmistrovka
Rabbi Yohanan Tversky (1812, Chernobyl – 1895, Rotmistrovka)Rabbi Yohanan Tversky (1812, Chernobyl – 1895, Rotmistrovka)  – the eighth son of – the eighth son of
Rabbi Mordechai of Chernobyl, the grandson of the founder of the Chernobyl HassidicRabbi Mordechai of Chernobyl, the grandson of the founder of the Chernobyl Hassidic
dynasty, Rabbi Menachem Nohum Ben Tzvi.dynasty, Rabbi Menachem Nohum Ben Tzvi.

  

Ohel in RotmistrovkaOhel in Rotmistrovka

Inside ohel in RotmistrovkaInside ohel in Rotmistrovka

ShpolaShpola
Rabbi Yehudah Aryeh Leib ben Boruch (Saba from Shpola)Rabbi Yehudah Aryeh Leib ben Boruch (Saba from Shpola) , also known as Shpoler, also known as Shpoler
Zeide (1725-1812) –a famous tzadik, a student of Rabbi Pinchas of Koretz, an opponentZeide (1725-1812) –a famous tzadik, a student of Rabbi Pinchas of Koretz, an opponent
of Rabbi Nahman of Bratzlav.of Rabbi Nahman of Bratzlav.

http://jewua.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/d0bed18dd0bbd18c-d0b0d0bbd182d0b5d180-d180d0b5d0b1d0b5.jpg
http://jewua.org/cherkassy/


Old Ohel in Shpola.Old Ohel in Shpola.

New ohel in Shpola. It was reconstructed in 2013-1014New ohel in Shpola. It was reconstructed in 2013-1014

UmanUman
Most famous Jewish grave in Ukraine. Most famous Jewish grave in Ukraine. Rosh Reb Nachman of Bratslav (April 4, 1772 –Rosh Reb Nachman of Bratslav (April 4, 1772 –
October 16, 1810)October 16, 1810), was the founder of the Breslov Hasidic movement. Many Ukrainians, was the founder of the Breslov Hasidic movement. Many Ukrainians
assumed that all ukrainian Jews are celebrating Rosh Hashanah in Uman assumed that all ukrainian Jews are celebrating Rosh Hashanah in Uman 

http://jewua.org/uman/


Enterance to Ohel on the grave of Rabbi Nahman. Photo by 2012Enterance to Ohel on the grave of Rabbi Nahman. Photo by 2012

TalnoeTalnoe
Rabbi Duvidl TverskyRabbi Duvidl Tversky   ((1808-1882) – a chassidic rebbe and renowned Talmudic scholar,1808-1882) – a chassidic rebbe and renowned Talmudic scholar,
one of the eight sons of Rabbi Mordechai Tversky, the grandson of Rabbi Nohumone of the eight sons of Rabbi Mordechai Tversky, the grandson of Rabbi Nohum
Tversky (Magid of Chernobyl).Tversky (Magid of Chernobyl).

Ohel of Rabbi Duvidl Tversky in TalnoeOhel of Rabbi Duvidl Tversky in Talnoe

Zhitomir and Rovno regionsZhitomir and Rovno regions

http://jewua.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/img_2508.jpg
http://jewua.org/talne


Berdichev Berdichev 
Levi Yitzchok of Berditchev (1740–1809)Levi Yitzchok of Berditchev (1740–1809)  was a Hasidic leader. Grave of one another was a Hasidic leader. Grave of one another
tzadik (Makarov dynasty) is located on a same cemetery but I haven’t find his name.tzadik (Makarov dynasty) is located on a same cemetery but I haven’t find his name.

Ohel of the rabbi Levi YitzchokOhel of the rabbi Levi Yitzchok

ZhitomirZhitomir
Rabbi Aharon from ZhitomirRabbi Aharon from Zhitomir, a student of Rabbi Israel Baal Shem Tov, a student of Rabbi Israel Baal Shem Tov

ValednikiValedniki
Rabbi Yisroel Dov Ber (1789-1850)Rabbi Yisroel Dov Ber (1789-1850)  –  son of Rabbi Yosef of Vilednik, author of the book –  son of Rabbi Yosef of Vilednik, author of the book
Shearis Yisroel, prominent tzadik and miracle worker, primary disciple of Rabbi MottelShearis Yisroel, prominent tzadik and miracle worker, primary disciple of Rabbi Mottel
of Chernobyl.of Chernobyl.

Ohel in ValednikiOhel in Valedniki
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Novograd-VolinskiyNovograd-Volinskiy
Іehіl-Mіhel Goldman (1788-1856)Іehіl-Mіhel Goldman (1788-1856)  second Rabbi in Zvil dynasty and his son (third Rabbi)second Rabbi in Zvil dynasty and his son (third Rabbi)
Mordechai Goldman (1825-1900)Mordechai Goldman (1825-1900). Grave of dynasty founder Moshe Goldman (? -1837),. Grave of dynasty founder Moshe Goldman (? -1837),
son of Іehіl Mіhel Goldman from Zlotchev was demolished in the middle of XX century.son of Іehіl Mіhel Goldman from Zlotchev was demolished in the middle of XX century.

Graves of Іehіl-Mіhel Goldman and Mordechai Goldman in Novograd-VolynskiyGraves of Іehіl-Mіhel Goldman and Mordechai Goldman in Novograd-Volynskiy

MlinovMlinov
Rabbi Aaron Perlov (1802-1872)Rabbi Aaron Perlov (1802-1872) – prominent Rabbi of Carlin-Stolin dynasty – prominent Rabbi of Carlin-Stolin dynasty

Ohel in MlinovOhel in Mlinov

OstrogOstrog
Shmuel-Eliezer Edels (1555 – 1632)Shmuel-Eliezer Edels (1555 – 1632) – Talmud commentator – Talmud commentator

Ohel in Ostrog. Photo from Ohel in Ostrog. Photo from myshtetl.orgmyshtetl.org

OlevskOlevsk

http://jewua.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/20160621_190122.jpg
http://jewua.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/61.jpg
http://jewua.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/ostrog_057.jpg
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Rabbi Ishua and Levi Itzhak Gottlieb (Hebrew: Rabbi Ishua and Levi Itzhak Gottlieb (Hebrew: בילטוג בילטוג , Russian: Гоутлойб) from Ludmir, Russian: Гоутлойб) from Ludmir

Ohel in OlevskOhel in Olevsk

Khmelnitska and Vinnitsa regionsKhmelnitska and Vinnitsa regions

MedzhibozhMedzhibozh
Baal Shem Tov (1698-1760)Baal Shem Tov (1698-1760) –  founder of Hasidic Judaism –  founder of Hasidic Judaism

Old Jewish Cemetery in MedzhibozhOld Jewish Cemetery in Medzhibozh
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PolonnoePolonnoe
Rabbi Jacob Joseph of Polonne (1710–1782Rabbi Jacob Joseph of Polonne (1710–1782) and ) and Yehuda Arie-Leib (? -1770)Yehuda Arie-Leib (? -1770)

Ohel on Polonno Jewish CemeteryOhel on Polonno Jewish Cemetery

ShepetovkaShepetovka
Rabbi Pinchas of Koretz (1728 – 1790) Rabbi Pinchas of Koretz (1728 – 1790) one of the pillars of the Chassidic movement.one of the pillars of the Chassidic movement.
Grave of his son Grave of his son MordehaiMordehai located beside. located beside.

Ohel in ShepetovkaOhel in Shepetovka

SlavutaSlavuta
Rabbi Moshe Shapiro (1758 – 1838)Rabbi Moshe Shapiro (1758 – 1838) – son of  Pinhas of Korets, legendary founder of – son of  Pinhas of Korets, legendary founder of
Slavuta printing press; and Slavuta printing press; and Rabbi MeirRabbi Meir – grandson of Levi Yitzchok of Berditchev – grandson of Levi Yitzchok of Berditchev

http://jewua.org/polonnoe
http://jewua.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/Pol7.jpg
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Grave of Moshe Shapiro – legendary founder of Slavuta printing press. Foto fromGrave of Moshe Shapiro – legendary founder of Slavuta printing press. Foto from
http://photohunt.org.ua/http://photohunt.org.ua/

AnnopolAnnopol
Rabbi Dov Ber (- 1772)Rabbi Dov Ber (- 1772) successor to the Baal Shem Tov, leader of the successor to the Baal Shem Tov, leader of the
Chassidic movement and teacher of Rabbi Schneur Zalman. Chassidic movement and teacher of Rabbi Schneur Zalman. Rabbi Meshulam ZusyaRabbi Meshulam Zusya
Annopolsky (? -1800)Annopolsky (? -1800)  and and Yeguda-Leib Kohen Yeguda-Leib Kohen  are burring here too. are burring here too.

Ohel in AnnopolOhel in Annopol

PogrebishePogrebishe
Rabbi Shalom ShachnaRabbi Shalom Shachna and his son  and his son AvromAvrom – father and older brother of famous Rabbi – father and older brother of famous Rabbi
Isroel from Ryzhin.Isroel from Ryzhin.

BratslavBratslav
Nathan Sternharz (1780–1845)Nathan Sternharz (1780–1845), disciple of Rabbi Nahman, disciple of Rabbi Nahman

http://jewua.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/slavuta_0021.jpg
http://jewua.org/annopol/
http://jewua.org/bratslav/


Ohel on the grave of Nathan Sternharz. Photo from Ohel on the grave of Nathan Sternharz. Photo from myshtetl.io.uamyshtetl.io.ua

ShargorodShargorod
Shargorod Rabbis Naftali-herzShargorod Rabbis Naftali-herz and  and Avraam (? – 1760)Avraam (? – 1760) . According to stories record by. According to stories record by
An-sky ethnographic expedition before WWI, on Old Jewish Cemetery were fewAn-sky ethnographic expedition before WWI, on Old Jewish Cemetery were few
tzadikim graves which were an objects of mass pilgrimage, name one of them – tzadikim graves which were an objects of mass pilgrimage, name one of them – LeibLeib..

Ohel in Shargorod. Photo from Ohel in Shargorod. Photo from myshtetl.orgmyshtetl.org

VerhovkaVerhovka
Didn’t find exact information but according to famous book “100 Shtetls in Ukraine” itDidn’t find exact information but according to famous book “100 Shtetls in Ukraine” it
is a grave of Besht close friend is a grave of Besht close friend Rabbi Shmerl (?-1765) Rabbi Shmerl (?-1765) 

BarBar
Rabbi David Leykis (? – Nissan 21, 1799)Rabbi David Leykis (? – Nissan 21, 1799) – Besht disciple, head of rabbinical Court in – Besht disciple, head of rabbinical Court in
Bar. Cemetery was destroyed during WWII and territory was development after theBar. Cemetery was destroyed during WWII and territory was development after the
war. Grave location is unknown.war. Grave location is unknown.

KomargorodKomargorod
MalkaMalka, lived in the middle of XVIII century, follower of Baal Shem Tov. Unique place in, lived in the middle of XVIII century, follower of Baal Shem Tov. Unique place in
Ukraine because it is a grave of a woman.Ukraine because it is a grave of a woman.

YampolYampol
Ichil Mikhl of ZolochevIchil Mikhl of Zolochev (1725-1785). I haven’t find photos of the grave. No ohel was at (1725-1785). I haven’t find photos of the grave. No ohel was at
cemetery in 2012.cemetery in 2012.

ShpikovShpikov
Menachem Nachum (? – 1886)Menachem Nachum (? – 1886) and his son  and his son MordechaiMordechai..
Rabbi Moshe Aryeh ZelberfarmRabbi Moshe Aryeh Zelberfarm and  and Rabbi Nachum-AaronRabbi Nachum-Aaron – wooden Ohel was standing – wooden Ohel was standing

http://jewua.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/24470834.jpg
http://myshtetl.io.ua/album600293
http://jewua.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/shar_0069.jpg
"http://photohunt.org.ua/Shargorod.html


on their’s graves in the end of 1980’s but in 2012 on their’s graves in the end of 1980’s but in 2012 expeditionexpedition haven’t find it. haven’t find it.

ChechelnikChechelnik
Moshe Zvi Giterman of Savran Moshe Zvi Giterman of Savran 

ZinkovZinkov
All members of Zinkov tzadikim dynasty are burried there – All members of Zinkov tzadikim dynasty are burried there – Rabbi Yitzhak Meir HeshelRabbi Yitzhak Meir Heshel
(1775-1855)(1775-1855) with wife, his son  with wife, his son Rabbi Meshulam Zusya (1814-1866)Rabbi Meshulam Zusya (1814-1866), grandson , grandson RabbiRabbi
Chaim Menachem (? – 1894)Chaim Menachem (? – 1894) and great grandson  and great grandson Rabbi Moshe (? – 1923)Rabbi Moshe (? – 1923)..
Rabbi Yitzhak Meir Heshel was a son of famous Apter-Rebe.Rabbi Yitzhak Meir Heshel was a son of famous Apter-Rebe.

Kupyn Kupyn 
Rabbi Aaron of KupynRabbi Aaron of Kupyn, disciple of Rabbi Pinchas of Koretz, disciple of Rabbi Pinchas of Koretz

Ternopil and Volyn regionsTernopil and Volyn regions

Husyatin Husyatin 
In 2007 on the territory of demolished Jewish cemetery were renovated 3 symbolicIn 2007 on the territory of demolished Jewish cemetery were renovated 3 symbolic
tzadikim graves of Friedman family. One of them tzadikim graves of Friedman family. One of them Mordehai FriedmanMordehai Friedman  (1834- 1894) (1834- 1894)
founder of  Husyatin Hasidim Dynasty and his son founder of  Husyatin Hasidim Dynasty and his son  Shalom Iosef Shalom Iosef..

Graves of Friedman family which were renovated in 2007Graves of Friedman family which were renovated in 2007

ChortkovChortkov
Rabbi David Moshe Fridman of RyzhinRabbi David Moshe Fridman of Ryzhin  (1827, Ryzhin -1904, Chortkov) – first Rebbe of (1827, Ryzhin -1904, Chortkov) – first Rebbe of
Chortkov dynastyChortkov dynasty

BerezhanyBerezhany
Shalom Mordechai Hakoen (? -1630)Shalom Mordechai Hakoen (? -1630) first Rabbi in Berezhany. first Rabbi in Berezhany.
Ohel stand on the Jewish cemetery, I don’t know for sure but assume thatOhel stand on the Jewish cemetery, I don’t know for sure but assume thatMeshulamMeshulam
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Shraga Fayvіsh Galperіn (1810-1874)Shraga Fayvіsh Galperіn (1810-1874) founder of Berezhany Hasidim Dynasty burried founder of Berezhany Hasidim Dynasty burried
here.here.

PodgaitsyPodgaitsy
Rabbi Aaron Solnik (?-1620)Rabbi Aaron Solnik (?-1620) – rabbi in Podgaitsy (1580-1620), encryption on the grave – rabbi in Podgaitsy (1580-1620), encryption on the grave
made in Ukrainian that is unique case.made in Ukrainian that is unique case.

TuriyskTuriysk

Ohel in TuriyskOhel in Turiysk

Rabbi Avraham TwerskyRabbi Avraham Twersky – The Magid of Trisk (1st Trisk Rebbe) (1806–1889), was the – The Magid of Trisk (1st Trisk Rebbe) (1806–1889), was the
5th son of Menachem Nochum Twerski of Chernobyl.5th son of Menachem Nochum Twerski of Chernobyl.

Lvov and Ivano-Frankivsk regionsLvov and Ivano-Frankivsk regions
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